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Abstract. Cosmic ray interactions can be investigated indirectly inγ ray astronomy, with the observation of
spectral and morphological features of certain classes of sources. MAGIC is a stereoscopic system of twoγ

ray telescopes, located at La Palma (Canaries), with access to the energy window between 50 GeV and 30 TeV.
Sources of high relevance for the study of very high energy hadronic interactions are active galactic nuclei, as
blazars and radio galaxies. MAGIC has detected about fifty such extragalactic objects; we will present some
where the emission is explained with accelerated hadrons in interaction with ambient photons. We will also
mention cosmic ray acceleration in galaxy clusters. Other than that, hadron-hadron interactions are supposed
to take place in some supernova remnants in interaction with surrounding molecular clouds; we will show
some results, in connection with cosmic rays of galactic origin. Finally, about other possible components, we
will mention the measurement of the diffuse electron and positron spectrum. Trustingly, the close connection
between particle physics and astrophysics will contribute in future years to many new interesting observations.

1 Introduction

This paper presents a sample of the results obtained with
the MAGIC telescopes, focused on the connection be-
tween high energyγ-rays (GeV–TeV regime, observed
with Cherenkov telescopes) and their parent particles,
which can be electrons, protons or nuclei accelerated to
high energies. Electrons produceγ rays mainly through
inverse Compton scattering; hadrons radiate via two main
channels of inelastic collisions: hadronic interactions of
protons and nuclei on ambient molecular gas

pN → M0 + X → γ + X, (1)

whereM0 is a neutral meson (π0, η), or via photo-meson
production on ambient photons

pγ → ∆→ π0 + X → γ + X. (2)

The cross section forpN interactions is more than two
orders of magnitude larger than forpγ, but the second pro-
cess dominates in sources that have a high photon number
density. Target baryons are found in the diffuse interstellar
medium or in molecular clouds; seed photons belong to
the ambient (cosmic microwave background, diffuse inter-
stellar radiation field) or to the source itself (synchrotron
radiation, accretion disk). For astrophysical applications,
cross sections for hadronic processes are obtained with
Monte Carlo simulations (SOPHIA, SIBYLL, QGSJET,
[1–3]) and often presented in parameterized form [4–6].
Rates are obtained multiplying cross sections with target
densities, and folding them with a spectrum of accelerated
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projectiles. Both densities and spectra are in principle un-
known. The uncertainties on the computed photon spectra
are currently dominated by large uncertainties on spectral
parameters and quantities describing the environment. For
the latter (such as target densities, magnetic field strength),
in some cases independent measurements exist.

2 The detection of γ rays and the MAGIC
telescopes

Showers induced by photons in the atmosphere emit
Cherenkov light that can be recorded by a photomulti-
plier camera; this is the method used by imaging atmo-
spheric Cherenkov telescopes. These instruments perform
‘traditional’ astronomical observations, pointed at selected
sources whose positions are known from observations at
other energies. Photon arrival direction and energy are re-
constructed to yield energy spectrum and morphology of
the source observed, after filtering background of differ-
ent origins (atmospheric hadrons, muons, night sky light,
electronics). MAGIC is a stereo system of two dishes (17
metres diameter, 3.5◦ field of view) located at La Palma,
Canaries. The energy window accessible with this tele-
scope ranges from 50 GeV to about 30 TeV; at energies
larger than 300 GeV, MAGIC has a sensitivity of 0.8% of
the Crab flux in 50 hours, an angular resolution of 0.07◦,
and an energy resolution of 17%. The two telescopes op-
erate in stereo mode since 2009; an upgrade of camera and
readout has been completed in summer 2012. Other tech-
nical details can be found in [7].
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3 Extragalactic sources and accelerated
hadrons

Active galactic nuclei (AGN) are thought to be principal
accelerators of cosmic rays [8]. In these sources, a pre-
sumed super-massive black hole (107 − 109M⊙) powers
the acceleration of particles through the formation of an
active accretion disk that is thought to generate powerful,
relativistic highly collimated jets. Hadronic models ex-
plain the observed emission by the interactions of protons
with ambient photons of different origins: light from the
accretion disk, or synchrotron radiation produced by elec-
trons co-accelerated with protons in presence of magnetic
field. In the simplest models, accelerated particles are con-
fined inside a blob which moves coherently along the jet.
In the blob, photons are radiated directly from decays of
baryons or mesons and synchrotron radiation; electromag-
netic cascades are initiated by all charged secondary par-
ticles produced in photo-hadronic interactions. Acceler-
ation and emission features in AGNs are explained in a
unified model [9], and the sources and their characteristics
in different energy bands depend on the orientation of the
jet relative to the observer. The optical depth inside the
blob must be relatively small for photons to escape self-
interactions and reach the observer; the blob size is corre-
lated with the time scale of variability (flares) observed in
this class of sources.

3.1 Monitored blazars: Markarian 421 and
Markarian 501

Blazars are all AGNs whose jet points in the direction of
the observer. Markarian 421 and Markarian 501 are two
AGNs observed with complete campaigns (several instru-
ments and many years of coverage)[10, 11]. Models of
their spectral energy distribution, so far, cannot confirm
nor exclude the acceleration of hadrons. Figure 1 shows
a sample hadronic model hadronic model for Markarian
421, which reproduces the emission with accelerated pro-
tons. The emission is due to photons fromπ0 decay, and
from cascades. Cascades are sequences of electromag-
netic processes, initiated byπ0 decay, by electrons from
pion and muon decays, and by synchrotron photons radi-
ated from initial protons, or from any unstable interme-
diate charged particle (π±, µ±) before decaying (see cap-
tion). For Markarian 501, the quiescent emission can be
explained with leptons; however, flares have been inter-
preted with a change in the composition of accelerated par-
ticles [12].

3.2 Radio galaxies: Perseus and Virgo Cluster

Powerful radio lobes and large scale jets have been looked
at as interesting accelerators in the quest for sources of
cosmic rays [13]. Perseus is one of the brightest clusters
in X rays; it contains two radio galaxies visible at very
high energies: NGC 1275 and IC 310 (shown in the map
in figure 2)[14]. The radiation ofγ rays is supposed to
originate from cosmic ray interactions with the intraclus-
ter medium. Constraints on interactions between cosmic

rays and the interstellar medium have been obtained from
the non-detection of anyγ ray excess for NGC 1275 above
630 GeV. Limits have been established on the ratio be-
tween cosmic ray and thermal pressure (smaller than a few
percent) and on the central magnetic field (larger than 4-9
µG)[14].
The central active galaxy in the Virgo cluster, M87,
has been rather discouraging from the perspective of the
search for cosmic ray sources. Monitoring campaigns with
MAGIC favour leptonic models for the low emission state
[15]. Ejection events seen in multi-wavelength campaigns
[16] are also interpreted with accelerated electrons emit-
ting through synchrotron and inverse Compton processes.

3.3 Flat spectrum radio quasars

Flat spectrum radio quasars are a class of AGNs with a
strong accretion disk, that forms an additional target pho-
ton field for pγ interactions. These sources show atomic
emission lines originating in the disk in what is called the
"broad line region". It is believed that theγ-ray emission
has a strong contribution from the interaction of the blob
with a region characterized by an extremely high photon
number density; this correlates also the size of the broad
line region, and its distance from the central black hole,
with the scale of variability. There is no definitive evi-
dence that flat spectrum radio quasars are hadron acceler-
ators, but many models hint in this direction. One example
is the flat spectrum radio quasar 3C 279, the most distant
source detected at very high energy [17], whose emission
is explained with proton and muon synchrotron and rel-
ative cascades [18]. The emission of other flat spectrum
radio quasars is under debate. One of the latest discover-
ies in this regard is the source PKS 1222+216 (red shift
z = 0.432) [19]. The spectral energy distribution mea-
sured with Fermi-LAT and MAGIC measured with Fermi
and MAGIC [19] are compatible with a simple power law

Figure 1. Spectral energy distribution of Markarian 421 inter-
preted with a hadronic model [10]. The fit has parameters: mag-
netic field B = 50 G, blob radius= 4 · 1014 cm and an initial
spectrum of protons following a power law with index -1.9. Cas-
cades fromπ0, π±, muon synchrotron and proton synchrotron are
respectively marked as black dotted, green dashed-dotted, blue
dashed-triple-dotted and red dashed line.
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Figure 2. Significance sky map of the Perseus cluster, as ob-
served with MAGIC [14], above 150 GeV (top) and above 630
GeV (bottom). The white cross at the centre of the map marks
the position of NGC 1275, the black cross IC 310, which is still
visible above 630 GeV. The white circle shows the 0.15◦ region
used to compute the constraints mentioned in the text.

Figure 3. Spectral energy distribution of the flat spectrum radio
quasar PKS 1222+216. See text for details.

from 3 to 400GeV. The lack of a cut-off suggests that the
emssion originates outside the broad line region, that re-
sults opaque to high-energy photons due to photon-photon
absorption. On the other hand, the observed short vari-
ability of this source (of hour time scale) implies that the
emitting region is rather small, hence located close to the
central black hole. The spectral energy distribution and
models of PKS 1222+216 are shown in figure 3.

Figure 4. Spectral energy distribution of the blazar 1ES
1959+650. The origin of the emission of this source cannot be
explained with simple single zone models.

3.4 Blazars whose emission model is uncertain

There are some sources whose spectral energy distribu-
tion is not yet satisfactorily modeled. This includes the
situation in which simple assumptions do not work (as in
multi-zone models), and that in which no model, leptonic
or hadronic, fits the observed spectrum. This is the situ-
ation for the blazar PKS 1424+240 [21], whose spectral
energy distribution requires at least two different popula-
tions of leptons to be explained (a two-zone model). An-
other is the situation for 1ES 1959+650 [20] (figure 4),
whose unusual plateau at high energies is not a feature of
any leptonic model (based on inverse self Compton scat-
tering). Hadronic models have failed to consistently model
the source [20].

4 Sources connected with galactic cosmic
rays

Supernova remnants are thought to be the sources of galac-
tic cosmic rays, with energies up to about 1015 eV [22].
The supposed acceleration mechanism in such objects is
first order (diffuse shock) Fermi acceleration [23], which
happens through scattering between upstream turbulence
and the shock front (requiring a magnetized plasma up-
stream of the strong shock). This, being a process of elec-
tromagnetic nature, applies to both electrons and hadrons
without differences. There is a class of supernova rem-
nants surrounded by molecular clouds that is of particular
interest for cosmic ray acceleration; in these sources, the
radiation ofγ rays from hadrons can occur through proton-
nucleus interactions, and is related to a high number den-
sity of target nuclei in the molecular environment.

4.1 Hints in favour of a hadronic component in
W51C

W51C is a supernova remnant with molecular cloud, asso-
ciated with a giant molecular complex. The MAGIC ob-
servations of this source are shown in figure 5, for two
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energy ranges [26]. Both the morphology and the spec-
trum of this source indicate a possibly hadronic nature of
the emission. The maximum of the emission coincides
with interaction between the shock front and the molec-
ular cloud in the nearby star forming region W51B, re-
vealed as high velocity hydrohen (figure 5). The spectral
energy distribution is best fit with a model having its main
contribution fromπ0 decay (figure 6).
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Figure 5. Relative flux map (excess/background) with MAGIC
[26] (in colours), for energies larger than 1 TeV, overlaid with
the region of shocked gas of the target molecular cloud [25] (red
dashed ellipse), and the 21 cm radio continuum emission [24]
(green contours). Pink contours mark the shape of the source
first discovered byFermi/LAT [27].
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Figure 6. Spectral energy distribution of W51C, explained with
a main hadronic contribution.γ rays are produced from decays of
neutral pions produced in proton-nucleus collisions. In the model
shown here, the ratio of protons to electrons is 80:1. Simple
leptonic models fail to fit the spectrum.

The non-spherical morphology of theγ ray emission
disfavours a scenario in which cosmic rays uniformly dif-
fuse away from the shell [29]. Instead, those scenarios
in which γ are radiated in the shock regions, close to the
acceleration site of their parent particles, which are more
consistent with the high ionisation measurements in the
cloud [28]. Re-acceleration of cosmic rays in the forward
shock is not excluded [30].

5 Electron Spectrum

Cosmic ray electrons, whose propagation length is about
105 light years, provide information about the diffuse spec-
trum of sources within a distance of order a few kilopar-
secs. MAGIC measures cosmic ray electrons as standard
background, as they initiate electromagnetic showers not
correlated with the position of a source. Figure 7 shows the
most recent MAGIC spectrum (in red), together with other
existing measurements (in black), and the discrepancy of
the observed electron spectrum from a pure power law that
is supposed to describe the diffuse cosmic spectrum [31].
The origin of this contribution at high energy could be sec-
ondary electrons generated in interactions of cosmic rays
with interstellar medium, or electrons from supernova ex-
plosions or pulsars. In exotic physics scenarios these are
due to contributions from dark matter annihilation [31].
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Figure 7. Electron spectrum measured with MAGIC (in red),
overlaid with existing measurements [31]. The excess seen at
high energy, still unexplained, could be due to secondary inter-
actions of cosmic rays with the interstellar medium, supernova
explosions, pulsars or dark matter contributions.

6 Conclusions

There are several classes of of sources detectable withγ-
ray telescopes, that are suggested as possible cosmic ray
accelerators: AGNs, radio galaxies, pulsars, supernova
remnants. Extra-galactic sources appear point-like, so the
only analysis that can be performed is the modelling of
spectral energy distributions. Models based on accelerated
hadrons provide a possible explanation for the emission of
many AGNs. Some basic features of the accelerated parti-
cle spectra, as indices, breaks, cut-offs and normalisations,
can be obtained from fits of energy distributions. In most
models, the cosmic ray composition is averaged over pro-
tons and nuclei. It is not possible to constrain models for
hadronic cross sections using onlyγ-ray data since the ob-
servations are indirect and the uncertainties on cross sec-
tions are folded with those on spectral parameters (shape,
indices, normalisations), and on the source ambient (mag-
netic fields, target density).
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Hadron acceleration in sources would be confirmed
with coordinated observation of neutrinos from decay of
charged pions [6]. Coordination betweenγ-ray and neu-
trino telescopes has been suggested [32]. Neutrino events
with coordinates close to preselected candidate sources are
used to alertγ-ray observations. To date, only upper limits
have been produced by the TeV observations.
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